PAD INSERTER
INSERTS PADS UNDER THE STACK

Operational Overview
This equipment is used in corrugated or solid board factories where for whatever reason pads need to be
introduced under a load to be automatically strapped with or without a pallet. These pads give protection to the
load from the straps applied to the load to hold it secure with or without a pallet. The unit can be used when
the load is strapped before being placed on a pallet.
The pads are scored to suit the customer and placed under the load in position along the length of the load and
protruding by about 100mm (4''). This 100mm (4'') folds up in the palletizer on the score and acts as protection
to the load edges where the straps are applied.
The equipment is in two opposite parts, or right and left, which almost cover the full width of the entry conveyor
to the palletizer, as shown in the photo above. The two pad inserters are bolted to the floor and levelled and
are covered by an overhang on the entry conveyor leaving a gap of 250mm (9.8'') between entry and exit
conveyors, for the pad and rubber roller to raise.

The system has a PLC program and sensors which measure the width of the load as it approaches the pad
inserters. This information determines how the pads are positioned by the beam pad plates.
A further sensor measures the length of the load to determine when to start applying the pads and how many
pads to apply. The pads are placed in position under the load by the action of a driven rubber roller, which
raises, and applies the pads to the base of the load as it is still moving on the conveyor. The rubber covered
rollers run at the line speed. Multiple pads, usually two or three pairs can be applied to the load. When no pads
are being applied the rubber roller is positioned just below the level of the entry conveyors and supports the load
as it moves between conveyors.
There is only one size of pad used in any one installation. The standard pad is 800 (31.5'') x300mm (11.8'') and
is 6-7mm thick (just over¼''), normally BC flute double wall. The minimum pad is 800x250mm (9.8''), 6-7mm
thick. Double wall corrugated board only can be used as pads and scored to help the folding up. The exact
position of the score or scores will be determined on site after discussions with the end customer. The board
grade used for the pads will also be confirmed on site with the end customer.

